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British Hair celebrates our passion for hair, fashion, 
and the future. Our first Look Book entitled “Backstage 
Details” encompasses this enthusiasm and excitement 
and we are delighted to be able to bring you closer to 
all the high fashion events of the year.

So why ‘British Hair’? Well, we are British and we love hair, 
hence: British Hair. Nothing more complicated than that! 
The art of hairdressing hasn’t changed over the years. Since 
Vidal Sassoon created the bob hairdressing has been at the 
heart of the fashion industry - an interpretation of what’s 
hot on the catwalks of the world. Significantly, hairdressers 
create the only fashion accessory you wear 365 days a year: 
your hairstyle - an essential element of fashion.

In our first edition, we take you behind the scenes of our 
new brand campaign shoot and backstage during ‘Haute 
Couture’ week in Paris. We’ve taken inspiration from 
international fashion runways, session stylists, fashion 
forecasts, and translated the looks into salon-friendly 
styles. We aim to provide professionals with the education 
and skills to interpret the looks by using products specifically 
developed to support creativity. 

In addition we’ve also linked with the latest aspirational 
brands and bloggers to bring you something more than any 
other haircare company. Check out our YouTube channel to 
see behind-the-scenes videos of our collections, fashion 
shows we have worked on plus music videos from artists 
we have sponsored - all styled by the British Hair team and 
myself.

We hope you enjoy reading Backstage Details as much as 
we have delighted in styling hair around the globe with 
British Hair and, more importantly, we hope you too will 
enjoy using our hair products.

Brendan O’Sullivan and the British Hair Team
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Where is your favourite place to work? 
I would say it has to be Los Angeles probably because of the 
weather. I find it makes people happier, plus it’s always 
glamorous there.

Do you still enjoy working in the salon after all the 
glamour of your travels? 
I love being able to do both, clients keep your feet firmly on 
the ground but it’s always nice to come home after being 
away. The work I do definitely makes the salon busier. 

Do you have any tips on building a great salon retail 
business?
My tip is never sell, always recommend, always show, 
always demonstrate. Let clients touch, feel and smell the 
product, this way they will never feel they have been sold 
to and trust you when they have great hair at home.

The new British Hair collection was photographed just 
outside of London, tell us about the shoot!
The shoot was split into 4 sections. 

The first was very editorial with messy buns secured with 
the Syd Pin.

The second was ‘All That Glitters’ where we used Session 
Gel to slick areas of the hair before adding sequins and 
glitter to define the heavily structured waves.

For the ‘High Fashion Couture’ look we wanted something 
with an edgier feel so Session Gel worked perfectly. It was 
fabulous, very Vogue Italia!

Finally it was the boy’s slick look. This is our take on what 
is happening in male grooming right now, with lots of 
volume at the front using Volume Foundation Mousse and 
tight in at the sides with a little help from Session Gel. For 
other models, we had a more textured finish, which we 
achieved using High Definition Paste.

Are you enjoying working with your children, what do 
they do? 
My son, Luke, directs music and fashion videos. It’s weird 
when I get booked by him for a job to do hair! My daughter 
is following in his footsteps, they were backstage at fashion 
week filming behind-the-scenes and fashion videos for 
British Hair which is great!

And what about the year ahead any plans?
I’m looking forward to getting out there doing seminars 
and bringing British Hair to a wider audience. It’s also 
very exciting creating a British Hair team that will work 
backstage with me at fashion weeks around the world.

Connect with Brendan on Instagram and Facebook
@BrendansSalon or at brendanssalon.co.uk

Brendan O’Sullivan travelled the world for 15 years as 
creative director for the world’s largest hair company, 
before taking a break to open two hugely successful 
salons and spend more time with his two children.

Now, 12 years on he is globetrotting again as an ‘in 
demand’ session stylist leading teams at fashion week, 
styling hair for photo shoots, music videos and red carpet 
events. We caught up with him after Haute Couture 
Fashion Week Paris.

Tell us about your collaboration with British Hair?
I simply just love it! They’re such great products to use, 
fabulous for session styling and layering one on top of 
another to create multi-textured hair.

Do you have any favourite products in the brand? 
I have favoured so many recently in Paris I find myself 
using the Perfectly Cleansing Dry Shampoo as a texturiser 
and getting through tons of it, it’s so good.

Which shows did you work on in Paris? 
Celia Kritharioti, Gyunel and Liu Chao. Celia’s clothes were 
incredible; she had some huge dresses and very opulent 
textures. We decided to go for a very cool look for the 
show, simple hair, with a messy textured bun. We added 
soft detailing around the edge of the hairline by using 
Perfectly Cleansing Dry Shampoo to give the look a more 
lived in feel.

For Gyunel we went for classic chignon. The key product 
used for the prep was the Multi Benefits styling lotion as 
it’s a great all-rounder and has a natural hold.

For Liu Chao we went for a very shiny and slick look, 
once prepped with the new to be launched Session Gel 
we twisted the hair using a mix of the Session Gel and 
Multi Benefits styling lotion to achieve the gorgeous rope 
braids, which looked stunning, new and fresh!

What are three things you couldn’t do without in 
your kit bag? 
My Multi Benefits styling lotion, Perfectly Cleansing Dry 
Shampoo and of course my iPhone!

I N T R O D U C I N G

Brendan
O’Sullivan
A S  G L O B A L  C R E A T I V E  D I R E C T O R

Celia Kritharioti show, January 2018
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‘THE TOP KNOT’

PANTONE 15-1214 WARM SAND

Models styled with British Hair products, Sophie wearing OPI 
Infinite Shine 'Taupeless Beach' and #SydPin in gold.

@SOPHIEHICKS96

6 7
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1. Multi Benefits: £9.95
An all-in-one styling product that 
creates volume and body, smooths 
hair, conditions, detangles and adds a 
beautiful shine. 

2. Root Boost Spray: £9.95
A light, non sticky spray that gives 
amazing volume to your roots! Perfect for 
any blow dry or for preparing an upstyle. 

3. Perfectly Cleansing Dry Shampoo: 
£9.95
A girls best friend! Not only does this dry 
shampoo cleanse the hair in between 
washes, it’s also a superior styling 
product for soft texture and volume! 

The magic
behind the look!
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We are so pleased to have OPI as a collaborator 
for the look book. The models wore their 
infinite shine lacquers in iconic colours such as 
Taupeless Beach and Samoan Sand, gorgeous 
nude shades that look instantly chic.

A gel-like wear and shine in an easy to use lacquer 
formula! A 3-step system that provides long-
lasting, rich colour that doesn’t require a lamp to 
cure. Available in 150+ shades including OPI’s most 
iconic colors!

For the shoot we also got exclusive use of OPI’s new 
collection of Chrome Effects Powders, not launched 
in the UK until Spring.

Stunning metallic finishes - bold, daring and 
mesmerising. Chrome is here for gel AND lacquer 
nails for a limited time only.

Find out more here:
Instagram: @opi_products
FB: @OPIProducts

#SydPin gets stars in a spin, with the new hair 
accessory launching to critical acclaim.

With the likes of Victoria Beckham, Lara Stone
and Bella Hadid all proudly sporting their Syd Pins,
the much anticipated bespoke hair accessory is fast
becoming a must-have for the style set.

Created by celebrated hair stylist Syd Hayes and crafted 
with a sleek look, the versatile accessory effortlessly 
creates the ultimate sexy hair effect.

The Syd Pin is available in five signature colours including 
classic Gold, Rose Gold, Silver and for the more fashion 
forward, Matte Black and Petrol. For those wanting to 
make a statement, Syd has collaborated with jewellery 
designer Karl Karter to create two bespoke designs 
featuring 0.75 carats of diamonds.

These timeless pieces are available in Rose Gold Black 
Diamond and Gold Diamond and are perfect as a gift or 
to treat yourself!

Connect here:
Instagram: @sydhayeshair
Twitter: @SydHayesHair
Web: www.sydhayes.com

OPI UK
SYDPIN
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How amazing was it to be chosen as one of the 
new faces of the British Hair campaign? 

I’m so excited to be involved in this incredible British Hair 
campaign! It shows individuality, diversity and expressing 
your true self, which I love. British Hair products are true 
to their word and do as they say on the tin. They’re 
hardworking and long-lasting which is why they are 
one of my go-to brands that I can always rely on. I was 
honoured to be asked and so excited to see the images all 
over the UK. They are so supportive of new talent and I 
thought it was a great collaboration for me. 

Tell us, what is next for your blog Beauty’s Big 
Sister? 

It is so important for me to interact with my audience 
and as a Big Sister I love the idea of connecting with 
my amazing followers who are all around the world; I 
want to include them in my day to day life and to give 
something more back to them. 

My Beauty’s Little Sisters are my main focus for 2018 and I 
cannot wait to share my year with them! I found a way to 
bring everyone together with their passion for the beauty 
industry. Beauty’s Little Sisters can receive products from 
me, review them and appear in my YouTube videos. I am 
beyond excited about this and the response to the launch 
has taken me completely by surprise! 

I very quickly had my first 100 little sisters who wanted 
to be a part of this connective movement and it was such 
an emotional time for me to see all the positivity and love 
on my YouTube space. I would love all of these girls and 
women around the world to come together and support 
one another through my blog and YouTube channel 
offering comments of encouragement and support to one 
another. 

I hope every one of my little sisters can get something out 
of this movement, for me it is about building confidence 
in one another, connecting as friends, developing 
relationships even if the person you connect with lives on 
the other side of the world, how incredible would that 
be? 

What can we look forward to from Daisie Smith 
and Beauty’s Big Sister?

Well, definitely lots more beauty tutorials and personal 
heart-to-heart chats on my YouTube channel. Of course 
there will be super exciting giveaways and videos 
featuring my little sisters. I’m hoping to organise meet-
ups so I can spend time with my gorgeous Beauty’s Little 
Sisters in person and share our love of beauty. So stay 
tuned; 2018 is going to be a big year for Beauty’s Big Sister 
and my little sisters.

If you would like to connect with Daisie and Beauty’s 
Big Sister, you can find her here:

Instagram: @beautysbigsister
Twitter: @beautysbigsis
YouTube: BeautysBigSister 

We are so excited to have 
caught up with award 
winning blogger Daisie 
Smith behind the scenes at 

our campaign shoot.

BEAUTY’S BIG SISTER
BRITISH HAIR CHATS TO
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2.

‘THE VINTAGE WAVE’

PANTONE 18-4538 HAWAIIAN SURF

Model styled with British Hair products, wearing Topshop and nails 
using OPI Chrome Effects Blue Plate Special.

@ALICEPINS
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1. Blonde Toning Shampoo: £9.95
The must have for blondes, our hydrating blonde 
shampoo will neutralise yellow tones in the hair to 
leave your blonde hair cool and clean.

2. Volume Foundation Mousse: £9.95
A beautifully pliable mousse with added Argan Oil 
that makes creating body effortless. 

3. Shine Serum: £9.95
A thick, luxurious non greasy hair serum full of 
vitamins and antioxidants. A sensational blend of 
Argan Oil and Buriti Oil to add shine and hydration 
to any head of hair.

2 31

The magic
behind the look! Shalke Jewellery

14 15

Launched in 2016, Loveness Lee is a contemporary British jewellery brand for 
women with a daring attitude to style. The jewellery is handmade in London using 
altered, ancient jewellery techniques and traditions. Natural forms, vivid hues and 
irregular textures define the brand’s unique and statement style.

Using a skilled process of cuttlebone casting and patination, Loveness Lee 
manipulates traditional techniques to create naturally free-formed shapes and 
textures; these are then meticulously hand-treated to coax an array of bright 
pigments and patterns.

The designer, Loveness Lee is a London-based contemporary jeweller. The model 
above is wearing Loveness Lee ‘Poseiden’ Earrings and the model on page 17 is 
wearing the ‘Maze’ earrings

Connect here: 
Instagram: @lovenesslee
FB: @lovenessleejewellery
Web: www.lovenesslee.com

After travelling the world extensively as a model, Shalke settled in the UK in 2000 
which she now calls her home. 

Travel, nature and her own cultural upbringing have become the centre of her 
imagination. Her thirst for knowledge and to explore different cultures like the 
Native Americans or the Maasai, just to name a few has been a great source of 
inspiration for her jewellery design. 

Her fashion background has given her the insight to create jewellery that is current, 
fun and long-lasting. As a self-taught designer her jewellery represents simplicity, 
it is meaningful, luxurious and very wearable. 

Shalke jewellery is made with love for you. The model to the left is wearing the 
‘Seafern’ ring.

Connect here:
Instagram: @shalkejewellery
Web: www.shalkejewellery.com
FB: @shalkejewellery
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Amanda Brooke
British Hair Global Education Manager

I have been fortunate enough to be able to 
work alongside our Global Creative Director 
Brendan O’Sullivan and assist him in getting 
the amazing looks that he created in our last 
photo shoot.

It’s so inspiring to work along side someone who 
has so much experience in education, salon life and 
the session world - the 3 areas of hairdressing that I 

am passionate about!

As Global Education Manager it is my 
role to oversee and help  facilitate a 
relationship between British Hair 
and the salons and to support 
salons in their role in prescribing 
products to their clients.

I also deliver education,  such as 
advanced cutting and ‘how to get 
the look’ seminars, and oversee 
all new product innovation and 
development.

This is such an important part of 
the role, and it’s vital that we work 
alongside salons to enable us to 
create products that will not only 
give them the looks they want to 

create, but also to deliver products 
that their clients will fall in love with 

and not be able to live without!

I love having feedback from salons and 
their clients, and working with them to be 

able to meet their needs.

We have some really exciting innovations to 
come out this year: we’re launching at least 
6 new products in the next 6 months and 
are constantly working on new concepts to 
help assist salons in their day to day life on 
the salon floor. Being a hairdresser myself, 
it’s very close to my heart.

Amanda x
Contact Amanda by email at 
amanda.b@britishhair.com

1.Curl Define Mist: £9.95
The perfect preparation for any curl, with curl memorizer to 
help give hair form and hold. 

2.Perfectly Brilliant Shine Spray: £9.95
High performance shine spray that will soften and nourish 
hair whilst enhancing highlights and colour.

3.Perfectly Finished Hairspray: £9.95
Provides a high performance hold with style memory 
retention, soft to touch and will leave the hair build-up free.

321

The magic
behind the look!
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‘THE UNDONE WET LOOK’

PANTONE 11-0608 COCONUT MILK

@CHLOEJASMINECJW

18 19

Styled using British Hair products, wearing Butler & Wilson dress 
and clear Baguette Stone Art Deco Style Drop Earrings.
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1. Protein Conditioning Spray: £9.95
A keratin based light spray infused with vitamins and argan oil. This 
unique blend will help deliver hydration, strengthen the hair and 
encourage healthy hair growth.

2. Smooth & Straightening Mist: £9.95
With its curl relaxant technology, this Smooth & Straightening Mist will 
take the determination out of any curl or kink to enable a smooth blow 
dry with ease, whilst delivering  strength and shine. 21

The magic
behind the look!

20 21
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‘THE BOYS’

PANTONE 19-1662 SAMBA

@STONECOLDSANDERSDeclan Collins &

24 25

Styled using British Hair products, wearing Belrose watches and 
holding the Osprey Biarritz Italian Leather Holdall.
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A big hit at Mens Fashion Weeks for 
AW18 was a modern twist to a classic 
pompadour quiff!

The catwalks showed slicked-back looks with 
a focus on a gloss styling gel finish, Brendan 
created his own version for our campaign using 
Session Gel.

First, he prepped Jake’s hair with Volume 
Foundation Mousse to ensure a good hold and 
height.

In addition, this season showed a more natural 
shape to men’s styling. Brendan used the Protein 
Conditioning Spray on Declan’s hair to create a 
more textured, lived-in look and finished with 
the High Definition Paste to add definition and 
hold. Ideally you would need at least three 
inches of growth to get the movement required 
for this look.

Today, OSPREY LONDON products are made by highly skilled 
craftsmen in the UK, Italy, Spain, Portugal and India, working 

to Graeme & Alex Ellisdon’s design briefs.

No matter where each product is made, it then undergoes rigorous quality 
control checks at the company’s UK headquarters to ensure it is worthy of the 
OSPREY LONDON name.

We  were very lucky to be able to use the bags and holdalls for the shoot, the 
men are sporting the Biaritz Italian leather holdalls and the ladies the Lucia 
sheepskin duffles, they looked divine. 

A British brand that is independently owned. A luxury leather & 
lifestyle company known for quality and style!

Connect with Osprey on Facebook and Instagram
@ospreylondon and at www.

ospreylondon.com

A British born brand that is inspired by the ultra luxurious 
lifestyle of the city combined with refined timeless fashion.

A brand built by hand and a watch carefully constructed just the same. 
We combine Swiss engineering and luxury with British design, sourcing the 

finest of materials and movements to build the perfect timepiece. From the 
softest calves leather sourced from Italy for our straps to the most reliable of 
Swiss movements.

We have carefully designed our watches to give you a long lasting timeless 
timepiece that exudes nothing but luxury.

Our founders have always had a love for beautiful timepieces and the 
name Belrose captures that – A bell is a symbol of time and a rose is 

a symbol of love. #LoveTimeBelrose

Connect with Belrose Watches on Facebook and 
Instagram @belrosewatches and at 

www.belrosewatches.com

So for the guys let’s go for the Shine Serum again (as 
previously explained) and High Definition Paste. 

High Definition Paste: £9.95
Perfect f0r a texturising hold, structure and style 
with a flexible finish that will hold all day but still 
be pliable. Not only can you create definition and 
texture in the hair but it will also make your hair look 
thicker and fuller.

The magic
behind the look!
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Haute Couture SS18
S P O N S O R E D  B Y  B r i t i s h  H a i r

On Monday 22nd January, Brendan and the British 
Hair team styled hair for the models at Celia 
Kritharioti’s Paris Fashion Week Haute Couture SS18 
Show at the Hôtel Ritz Paris.

The show transformed the world famous hotel into a 
gorgeous expanse of coloured tulle, bead and tassle.

Brendan created a tousled lived in top knot to 
compliment the luxurious couture pieces.

Victoria’s Secret Angel Lais was the star and embodied 
the inspiration behind the show - ‘Psyche’ meaning 
soul - completely!  A truly magical affair!!

For the fabulous Liu Chao show, Brendan’s inspiration 
came from Chao’s childhood memory of women 
working in the fields in his village. 

Brendan and the team created a stunning slick back style 
with rope twists, a nod to Chao’s memory. The catwalk was 
like visiting Noah’s Ark - 18 colourful creations featuring 
fabulous animals and bespoke details.

Gyunel’s creations were nothing but spectacular. The 
captivating designs were more like art, displayed for all 
to see at Hôtel Ritz Paris.

Model/dancer Kate Polge wore the pieces beautifully, dancing 
and posing wearing ballet points throughout the look book 
shoot. Brendan created a classic, elegant chignon that was in 
keeping with the opulence of both design and venue.

@GYUNEL_OFFICIAL

@celiakritharioti

@LIUCHAO_
OFFICIAL

@LaisRibeiro

PANTONE 7520 C BLUSH

28 29
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Brendan styling RIKA’s hair on set

(continued) Brendan O’Sullivan, British Hair’s 
Global Creative Director styled your hair on 
the shoot. Tell us what you love about British 
Hair products and what are your favourites?
I’ve been using their Moisture Intensive 
Shampoo and Conditioner religiously, and 
they have become my new FAVOURITE hair 
products! I’m also in love with their Perfectly 
Brilliant Shine Spray, it’s great to use when my 
hair looks drab and I need to go out in a rush!

Justine Collins, makeup artist, stylist and OPI 
International Top Artist used brands such as 
Dior, Pat McGrath labs, Tom Ford and Gucci 
to create your looks in the video, what was 
your favourite product she used? 
I LOVED(!) the Tom Ford shimmer oil Justine used 
on me! It made my skin super soft and supple 
and smelt amazing! I was also living for the Pat 
McGrath eyeshadows she used, so pigmented! 
And when paired with the Ultraviolet Eye Gloss? 
It was to die for. 

Justine created a striking design using OPI 
chrome and copper leaf, are you creative 
with your nails normally? 
I am not usually creative with my nails but 
I loved the copper leaf and OPI chrome she 
used on my nails! The Chrome is coming out 
in March so I felt very exclusive to be wearing 
it in the video. It was really beautiful. I even 
got to wear a variety of gorgeous fashion labels; 
Stella McCartney, Charli-Cohen, Tommy Hilfiger, 
Guess, Juicy Couture, Michael Kors as well as 
more affordable pieces from high street brands 
such as Nasty Gal. 

What was your favourite piece?
I really liked all the pieces! They were amazing! 
But I got the most comments from my Nasty Gal 
shimmery boots and their vinyl boots, and also 
from the Juicy Couture Sweatpants I wore. 

The Charli-Cohen pieces were also really 
stunningly abstract and modern and I can’t 
wait to see what else that brand has to offer.

What’s next for you?
Well, my new single and video for ‘The Others’ 
is out now and I’m hoping to follow up with 
an EP!

You can find more about RIKA on Instagram 
and Facebook @RIKALDN, and on 
YouTube.com/RIKALDN 

RIKA
It’s an early Friday morning and we are here at 
a studio in London awaiting the arrival of a 
new singing sensation who goes by the name 
of ‘RIKA’ - we have been invited to watch the 
filming of her new music video for the next 
single ‘The Others’ 

She arrives with her family and is whisked straight 
into the dressing room to have her hair, makeup 
and nails prepped for the first look.

Apparently fittings have taken place the day before 
and she is looking forward to wearing an array of 

different labels, new, established and high street.

Brendan and the team created very editorial hair for 
RIKA with the use of hair pieces, braiding and waving to 

give RIKA’s shoulder length hair even more length, shape 
and fullness. 

RIKA loves the British Hair products and, as a 
supporter of young emerging talent, we were 
delighted to collaborate with her.

Good morning! We’re here on set filming 
the video for your new single ‘The Others’ 
- what’s the song about?
The single is about that special someone, and 

how they’re “nothing like the others”. The 
track is really upbeat and great to dance to!

‘The Others’ is a very energetic video, you 
worked with the amazing choreographer 
Suzette Brissett on this, she has worked with 

stars including Rita Ora, Dua Lipa, Little Mix, 
Liam Payne & Lily Allen how did you find the 

dancing side of things?
It was really nerve wracking to be honest! This was 

the first time I’ve done proper choreography and it 
was a lot of hard work.

Suzette was absolutely amazing to work with and had 
so much energy to make sure the dance scenes and all 
the other scenes were as high energy as possible! After 10 
hours of rehearsal I was super prepared and it was really 
fun to do on the day. I definitely want to get more into 
dance now. (continued >)

Supports

@RIKALDN
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We were lucky enough to use MYKITCO.™ on set 
for the campaign, and caught up with James for 
a quick chat about his life, passions and must-
have brand! 

Where did it all begin for you and your love of 
makeup, in particular close up beauty?
I’ve always loved art and when I was younger I wanted 
to be an illustrator but in my late teens I moved to 
Manchester and discovered MAC Cosmetics. At that time 
the brand really stood out for its originality and daring 
approach to makeup. I spent an incredible 15 years with 
the brand and really honed my skills backstage which is 
where my love for detailed makeup began.

When did you get signed with world renowned 
Premier Hair & Makeup agency in London?
I joined Premier in June 2016. I’d always admired their 
roster of artists and I’m super happy to be part of the 
team!

Tell us about your new role as Global Ambassador for 
Rimmel London, what does this involve and how did 
it happen?
I’ve known and used Rimmel products for years, it’s such 
an iconic British brand. As the brand evolves they were 
searching for someone with a strong makeup background 
and solid understanding of the industry to be their 
ambassador. I’d been having fun with makeup looks on 
my Instagram feed, I like to play with product and push 
the boundaries which I think spoke to the Rimmel team.

It’s been 5 months since I joined as Ambassador and in 
that time I’ve shot TV commercials, held press days and 
had the chance to give my artistry input on upcoming 
collections which is all very exciting!

What was your career turning point?
I guess there’s been a few. Being promoted to MAC Senior 
Artist opened the door to fashion week, living in Hong 
Kong gave me a better global beauty vision and joining 
Rimmel and starting MYKITCO.™ marries art and commerce 
perfectly. I tend not to sit still for too long as I like a new 
challenge.

Who has influenced and supported you in your career 
along the way?
I’ve been blessed to work with some of the greats from 
Charlotte Tilbury to Val Garland in my early career who 
I learned a lot from in terms of beauty. Terry Barber has 
also been a huge influence to me, we worked very closely 
together and he taught me that beauty doesn’t always 
have to be perfect.

Who is your ultimate face to make up?
I love Bardot, such an incredible face and the queen of 
the lived-in liner look. 

James Molloy & 
MYKITCO.™

When and why did MYKITCO.™ start, what inspired 
you? Tell us more…
MYKITCO.™ Started 2 years ago and really came from me 
not being happy with the brushes in my kit or being 
able to find bags to organise makeup in one easy place. 
The brand is cool cute, a nod to our love of Japan and 
the logo (a little brush head) sums up our fun take on 
a professional brand. We like to offer a great selection 
of bags and brushes to make life easier and kit packing 
perfect! 

If you could only choose 3 brushes from the MYKITCO.™ 
line-up which brushes would they be and why?
It’s like choosing between your children but here goes: 
1.7 My Ultra Multi - I use this brush for everything from 
concealer to blending out shadow.
1.22 My Feliner – This little liner brush helps me to get the 
sharpest flick of liner.
3.1 My Line & Fill - It’s a curved lip brush that hugs the 
contour of the lip to give a sharp line without the need 
for liner.

What one accessory from the MYKITCO.™ line-up 
should everyone have at home?
A great one is My Duffel™ I use it to keep all of my skincare 
handy and it’s great to travel with as it holds a lot in one 
compact bag.

Pantone announced their colour of the year as 
‘Ultraviolet’ a beautiful purple hue, do you follow 
colour trends at all? 
I love colour, I’ll collect swatches from B&Q as inspiration! 
I think the Pantone trend forecast is genius.
 
What is your favourite colour?
At the moment I’m in a grey phase and painting the house 
in Farrow & Ball Downpipe as it’s a sexy deep grey. This 
has spilled over in to my makeup style too lately, I love a 
charcoal smokey line.

Can you give us an idea of the SS18 trends in beauty 
and makeup we should be embracing and the must-
have products we need in our makeup bags?
There’s going to be a lot of texture play. I think it has to 
do with the new technologies in makeup. Shimmer is 
finer and appears almost wet so it’s a good time to add 
something sparkly to your makeup kit. 

At the MYKITCO.™ Academy you offer makeup 
workshops, groups and 1-to-1’s, tell us more…
I wanted to offer a chance for artists to visit the Hub as 
it’s a creative space with our own studio. Working on a 
model and shooting the make up there is a great way 
to learn and build confidence. We have 3-day portfolio 
workshops and more specific macro days where you have 
the chance to shoot beauty close up.

What has been your most memorable job to date and 
why?
I will always remember working backstage at Alexander 
McQueen when he was still with us. The backstage area 
was mental, 50 + models and major hair and make up. I 
thrived on the adrenaline and cheekily went out to watch 
the show when the makeup was done. 

What is next for James Molloy?
This year is going to be big for MYKITCO.™ expect more 
brushes & innovative set bags as well as a few fun things 
thrown in there too. A very busy start to 2018 and an 
extension to the HUB which could mean much more 
content coming soon.

What are your feelings on Instagram and YouTube, is 
it a good way to learn how to do makeup?
It’s given the industry a massive boost and brought 
makeup to the forefront. I personally enjoy Instagram 
but don’t take it as gospel. It’s important to follow feeds 
that make you feel positive and inspire you. I follow only 
a handful of makeup artists as I like to see illustrators 
and photographers work on my feed. There are some 
incredible talents out there and they now have a platform 
to share their skills. 

What advice would you give anybody wanting to 
enter the world of makeup?
Know your own style and own it!

Connect with James here: 
Instagram: @jamesmolloymakeupartist
Instagram: @mykitco
FB: @mykitco
Web: www.mykitco.uk
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‘ULTRA VIOLET’

PANTONE 18-3838 ULTRA VIOLET

SCALP CLEANSING SHAMPOO:
...with our new calming anti-itch formula.

A shampoo specially formulated to help calm an irritatated scalp whilst cleansing the 
hair. With added skin softening ingredients that will reduce flakiness and help to 
hydrate a dry scalp. Gentle enough to be used everyday as part of a scalp cleansing 
routine.

SCALP CLEANSING CONDITIONER:
...with our new calming anti-itch formula.

With an amazing line up of natural ingredients including; green tea extract, honey, 
oats, argan oil and olive oil our Scalp Cleansing Conditioner will not only hydrate your 
hair but it’s natural, gentle formula will help calm irritation and soothe dry scalps.

BLONDE TONING SHAMPOO:
...for vibrant, brighter blondes.

Our unique formula will neutralise yellow tones in blonde hair to keep hair looking 
as fresh as the day you left the salon, as well as  delivering strength and hydration, 
Blonde Toning Shampoo will protect your colour from fade and damaging UV rays.

CURL DEFINE MIST:
...an anti-humidity moisturising curl memorizer.

Dry frizzy curls are left in the past with our hydrating Curl Define Mist. With the ability 
to create a movable hold whilst enhancing curls and smoothing the cuticle, curly hair 
has never been so easy! With added keratin for strength and sunflower seed extract 
for colour lock and UV protection.

ROOT BOOST SPRAY:
...for maximum lift and texture.

For maximum lift without compromising on condition Root Boost Spray leads the way.  
With added keratin for strength and elasticity, Root Boost Spray will create volume and 
body whilst leaving the hair soft and smooth with added shine.

SEA SALT SPRAY:
...for ultimate texture!

Sea Salt Spray will allow you to create the perfect sexy, tousled beach waves from 
the comfort of your bathroom. With sea salt from the Dead Sea that is bursting with 
natural minerals that will help promote healthy hair growth. Our  keratin infused 
formula  also contains sunflower seed extract  which will nourish and moisturise your 
hair whilst protecting it from the suns damaging UV rays, so every day can be a beach 
day no matter where you are!

Luna Bijl is photographed by Steven Pan for Vogue Spain

WHAT’S NEXT? NEW 
ADDITIONS!

PANTONE COLOUR OF THE YEAR 2018
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